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Better Together: Currently reaching 20,000 children and youth in 30 neighborhoods, Better 
Together is a national program that presents a grassroots, collaborative approach for disadvantaged 
neighborhoods to steer themselves towards progress and success. The program aims to create 
effective community systems through which service providers, policy makers, professionals, and 
residents can work together. Believing that it indeed does “take a village” to raise a child, Better 
Together employs three unique strategies to strengthen communities: (1)Give residents a voice, (2) 
Strengthen the community’s belief in its ability to change the situation and (3) Train residents to carry 
out change effectively. Better Together introduces crucial programs for children and youth to the 
neighborhood, meeting youngsters’ real needs through an improved landscape of programs such as 
early childhood services, assistance to struggling students, and afterschool activities for children and 
youth from birth to age 18. In addition, 5,000 parents, resident activists and professionals take active 
part in the program. 

Better Together Bat Yam is centered around the Gordon neighborhood which is located ten minute 
from Tel Aviv. There, fellows will take an active role in supporting the community and creating 
sustainable change. Fellows will provide one-on-one English tutoring for struggling students at two 
schools that are located within the Gordon Community Center Compound. These schools both serve 
the surrounding communities and welcome in to its doors students  from new immigrant families 
mostly from Ethiopia and the former soviet union. One is a religious school and the other is secular, 
both are funded by the ministry of education and work to provide structured education for these 
students who are adapting to their new environment. In addition, fellows will take part in programs at 
the local community center with activities such as soccer, cooking class, community gardening, after-
school tutoring, dance class and more!

For more information contact Naomi Levin at naomi.levin@jdc.org

This Spring as a Multi-Week fellow in Bat Yam, Israel:
     Target poverty by providing English enrichment as a tool to success

Where will fellows be volunteering?


